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ABSTRACT

Submesoscale-resolving numerical simulations are used to investigate a mechanism for sustained mode

water formation via cabbeling at thermohaline fronts subject to a confluent strain flow. The simulations

serve to further elucidate the mechanism and refine the predictions of the analytical model of Thomas and

Shakespeare. Unlike other proposed mechanisms involving air–sea fluxes, the cabbeling mechanism, in

addition to driving significant mode water formation, uniquely determines the thermohaline properties of

the mode water given knowledge of the source water masses on either side of the front. The process of mode

water formation in the simulations is as follows: Confluent flow associated with idealized mesoscale eddies

forces water horizontally toward the front. The frontogenetic circulation draws this water near adiabatically

from the full depth of the thermohaline front up to the surface 25m, where resolved submesoscale in-

stabilities drive intense mixing across the thermohaline front, creating the mode water. The mode water is

denser than the surrounding stratified fluid and sinks to fill its neutral buoyancy layer at depth. This layer

gradually expands up to the surface, and eddies composed entirely of this mode water detach from the front

and accumulate in the diffluent regions of the domain. The process continues until the source water masses

are exhausted. The temperature–salinity (T–S) relation of the resulting mode water is biased to the

properties of the source water that has the larger isopycnal T–S anomaly. This mechanism has the potential

to drive O(1) Sv (1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21) mode water formation and may be important in determining the

properties of mode water in the global oceans.

1. Introduction

Mode waters are identified as a local maximum in a

volumetric census in a temperature–salinity (T–S) dia-

gram tied to a water mass with weak stratification and

low potential vorticity (Hanawa and Talley 2001). The

mechanism that selects the temperature, salinity, and

density class where a particular modewater accumulates

is not well understood. The formation ofmode water has

long been attributed to wintertime air–sea buoyancy loss

and convection (e.g., Worthington 1959). However, be-

cause of the large thermal inertia of mode waters, their

temperature is insensitive to wintertime heat loss, im-

plying that their temperature–salinity relation is not set

by air–sea fluxes (Warren 1972). Instead, processes in

the ocean interior likely play a key role in the selection

of their water mass properties. Mode waters are found

on the equatorward side ofmajor ocean fronts, suggesting

a role for frontal processes in their generation and main-

tenance (Marshall et al. 2009). Thomas and Shakespeare

(2015) described a mode water formation mechanism

involving the mixing of cross-front temperature–salinity

contrasts, cabbeling, and frontogenesis that has the

potential to select the density, temperature, and salinity

of a particular mode water.

The fronts that border mode waters are character-

ized by density-compensated temperature and salinity
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contrasts that decrease in magnitude with depth.

Along-isopycnal mixing of the disparate water masses

across the fronts leads to an increase in density of the

water through cabbeling (McDougall 1987). Cabbeling

has been invoked to explain the formation of water

masses such as North Pacific Intermediate Water

(Talley and Yun 2001) and intermediate, deep, and

bottom waters in the Southern Ocean (Foster 1972;

Klocker and McDougall 2010; Urakawa and Hasumi

2012; Groeskamp et al. 2016). Thomas and Shakespeare

(2015) posited that cabbeling could also generate mode

waters at fronts because the vertical structure of the

cross-front T–S contrast makes cabbeling-driven dia-

pycnal mass fluxes convergent and prone to filling

isopycnal layers over time. Their theory explored the

steady-state behavior of this process in which mixing is

balanced by frontogenetic strain (e.g., caused by con-

fluent flow on the gyre- or mesoscale) that squeezes

together isotherms and isohaline surfaces, thereby sus-

taining the cross-front T–S gradient. In this limit, the di-

apycnal mass flux scales with the strain, the equilibrated

width of the front, and the square of the isopycnal cross-

front temperature contrast. The theory predicts that

mode water should form in the isopycnal layer where the

magnitude of the diapycnal gradient of the cross-front

temperature contrast squared is largest. In the theoretical

model, however, the volume of isopycnal layers does not

change in time because the frontogenetic strain is spa-

tially uniform.While the theory illustrates how cabbeling

selects the mode water isopycnal layer, since the layer

never actually fills, it cannot be used to predict the tem-

perature and salinity of the mode water that results.

Moreover, the theory parameterizes cross-front mixing

with a constant, lateral turbulent diffusivity and therefore

greatly simplifies the submesoscale mixing processes that

allow cabbeling to occur. In this article, we extend the

theory of Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) using numerical

simulations configured with a more realistic flow with

spatially variable strain and capable of resolving sub-

mesoscale instabilities, with the goal to elucidate the

underlying physics that determines the T–S relation of

mode waters when they are formed through cabbeling

and frontogenesis.

2. Model configuration

We use the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Global Circulation Model (MITgcm; Marshall et al.

1997) to simulate the hydrostatic primitive equations

in a 200-km2, 1-km-deep, zonally periodic box, with a

constant Coriolis parameter f 5 9 3 1025 s21. The hy-

drostatic simulations run without the creation of any

density inversions and thus no convection scheme

(or nonhydrostatic dynamics) is required.1 The upper

boundary is treated as an implicit free surface. The

model is run at 250-m horizontal resolution, with 50

vertical levels with thicknesses ranging from 5m at the

surface to 40m at depth. The model time step is 120 s.

We employ an idealized equation of state:
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where the only nonlinear effect is cabbeling andwe select

parameters r0 5 1026.5kgm23, aT 5 2.43 3 1024K21,

bS 5 7.46 3 1024, and c 5 28.34 3 1026K22.2 We ini-

tialize the model with a perfectly compensated thermo-

haline front in a uniformly stratified background. The

initial temperature field [see Fig. 2a (below)] is set as
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and the density field is set as
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0
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z , (3)

where L 5 200km is the domain width, g5 9.81m2 s21,

and N2 is the constant background stratification (see

Table 1 for values). The functions TS(z) and TN(z) are

the southern and northern profiles of temperature var-

iation with depth; the difference jTN(z) 2 TS(z)j is

maximum near/at the surface and decays to zero at

depth. For our reference configuration, we set
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where h5 150m.Given the temperature and density fields

defined by (2) and (3), the salinity field is determined from

the equation of state [(1)]. Zero salt, heat, and momentum

1While cabbeling can create density inversions in general, in our

simulations the vertical exchange or mixing of cabbeled water de-

scribed in section 3c happens sufficiently quickly that inversions are

avoided.
2 Parameters are chosen to approximately match the Gulf

Stream region based on a reference salinity of S05 36.05 and ref-

erence temperature of T0 5 188C. The parameter values for r0 5
r(T0, S0)5 1026.5 kgm23, aT 5 ›Tr(T0, S0)/r0, bS 5 ›Sr(T0, S0)/r0,

and c are obtained from the full nonlinear equation of state.
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flux boundary conditions are applied on the northern and

southern walls of the domain. Periodic boundary condi-

tions are applied to all fields in the zonal direction.

A schematic of the mass transformation mechanism

described by Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) is shown in

Fig. 1. The mechanism requires the presence of a large-

scale, cross-frontal confluence, such as that generated by a

gyre or mesoscale eddy field, to supply water to the front

and sustain cabbeling. To drive confluence across the front

in our numerical model, we introduce a barotropic back-

ground flow with streamfunction (u52=3ck)

c(x, y)52
gL2

4p2
sin

�
2px

L

	
sin

�
2py

L

	
, (5)

which serves as an idealized representationof fourbarotropic

eddies (shown on Fig. 2a). The constant g is the maximum

strain rate. Near the center of the domain (x5 y5L/2),

this strain field exactly matches the strain field used in the

two-dimensional theoryofThomas andShakespeare (2015)

and drives meridional confluence across the zonal front.

The strain field [(5)] is an exact solution to the (inviscid)

primitive equations with corresponding pressure field:
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SubstitutingU5u1 u and P5 p1p3 into the primitive

equations yields, without approximation, equations for

the perturbation fields:

›u

›t
1 u � =u1 f k3 u1 u � =u1 u � =u

52
1

r
0

=p1
g(r

0
2 r)

r
0

k1= � n=u , (7a)

›T

›t
1u � =T1 u � =T5= � k=T , (7b)

›S

›t
1 u � =S1 u � =S5= � k=S, and (7c)

= � u5 0, (7d)

TABLE 1. The suite of simulations. The theoretical steady-state half-width of the front is Dy5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kh/g

p
. The corresponding bulk geo-

strophic Richardson number [(9)] is also shown. Runs with Richardson number Ri$ 1 tend not to develop instabilities and therefore have

relatively weaker water mass transformation (see Fig. 12). Instabilities are also suppressed by large strain.

Case Name kh (m
2 s21) nh (m

2 s21) g ( f ) N2 (1025 s22) Dy (km) Ri

1 Reference 3 10 0.01 1 2.6 0.52

2 10 10 0.01 1 4.7 1.72

3 3 20 0.01 1 2.6 0.52

4 5 5 0.01 1 3.3 0.86

5 3 5 0.01 1 2.6 0.52

6 Parabola 3 10 0.01 1 2.6 0.52

7 exp8 3 10 0.01 1 2.6 0.52

8 1/3 3 strain 1 10 1/300 1 2.6 0.52

9 2 3 strain 6 10 0.02 1 2.6 0.52

10 1/2 3 stratification 5 10 0.01 0.5 2.4 0.43

11 2 3 stratification 3 10 0.01 2 2.6 1.0

12 4 3 stratification 3 10 0.01 4 2.6 2.0

13 North bias 3 10 0.01 1 2.6 0.52

14 South bias 3 10 0.01 1 2.6 0.52

FIG. 1. Schematic of the cabbeling mass transformation mecha-

nism of Thomas and Shakespeare (2015). A fully compensatedT–S

front (temperature shown in color) is oriented along the x axis, with

a strain flow driving confluence across it. Cabbeling leads to the

formation of a dense filament along the front (black lines denote

isopycnals) and associated downwelling (circulation indicated by

the white arrows). Horizontal mixing in the front and advection by

the strain flow balance to a give a steady state with frontal half-

width Dy5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kh/g

p
and sustained mass transformation.

3 Uppercase P denotes the net field, p denotes the background

field defined by (6), and lowercase p denotes the perturbation field

and similarly for velocity.
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where n is the turbulent viscosity, and k is the turbulent

heat–salt diffusivity (tensors). In the present model,

only a spatially uniform horizontal viscosity nh and dif-

fusivity kh are applied. With only horizontal diffusivity

and the simplified equation of state [(1)], it may be

shown from (7) that the density evolves as

Dr

Dt
5

›r

›t
1 (u1 u) � =r5 k

h
=2
hr2 cr

0
k
h
j=

h
Tj2 . (8)

The background flow forces the system through the

additional advection terms (e.g., u � =u) in (7) that are

added as external forcing terms in the numerical model.

In the absence of cabbeling [c 5 0 in (1)], temperature

and salinity are advected horizontally by the barotropic

background flow within the uniformly stratified fluid (i.e.,

within an isopycnal layer), and there is no change in den-

sity [all terms in (8) are zero]. The solution to (7a) is thus

u 5 0, and no perturbation flow develops. The tempera-

ture and salinity ultimately reach a steady state of

advective–diffusive balance defined by u � =hT5 kh=
2
hT

for temperature (and similarly for salinity). However, in

the presence of cabbeling, the temperature gradients,

which are enhanced by the confluence of the background

flow, drive the creation of a dense filament as per (8) along

the thermohaline front. Associated with the dense

filament and its horizontal density gradients, there is a

corresponding geostrophic flow and vertical circulation

FIG. 2. Snapshots of (left) surface temperature (8C) and (right) density anomaly (Dr5 r2 r0 kgm
23) at 0, 25, 50,

and 100 days in the reference simulation. The background flow streamfunction is superimposed in (a) with solid

lines denoting anticlockwise flow, and dashed lines denoting clockwise flow. Black lines in (g) and (h) indicate the

location of vertical slices shown in Fig. 3.
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(indicated in Fig. 1), as described by the theory of Thomas

and Shakespeare (2015).

For a surface temperature difference ofDT0 across the

front, Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) show that the

density anomaly of the filament is Dr0 5 r0(2c)DT2
0 /8.

The half-width of the filament is set by a balance be-

tween the confluence and mixing, Dy5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kh/g

p
, for

horizontal diffusivity kh and strain g as shown in Fig. 1.

Here, we will show that when/if the filament becomes

sufficiently sharp and dense, baroclinic submesoscale in-

stabilities are generated along the front, which drive

greatly enhanced mixing and water mass transformation.

Approximately, the criterion for instability is that the

bulk geostrophic Richardson number

Ri5
N2

g

fr
0

Dr

Dy

� 	2
5 128

k
h

g

 
f N

gcDT2
0

!2

(9)

is close to one, when the growth rate of ageostrophic

baroclinic instability is large, namely, of the order of the

inertial frequency f (Stone 1970). Here, we choose a

reference strain rate of g 5 0.01f 5 9 3 1027 s21, which

is typical of the confluence associated with large-scale

ocean gyres that are characterized by velocity scales

O(1)m s21 and length scales of O(1000) km. We set the

diffusivity as kh 5 3m2 s21, such that the dense filament

(half-width Dy 5 2.6 km), and any subsequent in-

stabilities, are well resolved. We set the cross-front

temperature difference as DT0 5 108C and stratifica-

tion as N2 5 1025 s22 to obtain a bulk Richardson

number for the filament of 0.52. The assumed temper-

ature difference is larger, and the stratification smaller,

than what is typical of the Gulf Stream north wall [e.g.,

DT0 ; 58C and N2 ; 4 3 1025 s22, as used by Thomas

and Shakespeare (2015)], but such values are required

here in order to drive submesoscale instabilities at our

idealized fully compensated front where the initial

horizontal frontal density gradient is entirely due to

cabbeling.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows snapshots of the surface temperature

and density in the reference simulation, as described in

the previous section. At time zero there is a 50-km-wide

temperature (and salinity) front that is invariant in the x

direction, and the density does not vary in the horizontal.

The background flow field (superimposed on Fig. 2a) acts

on the front, driving cross-frontal confluence between

50 , x , 150km and diffluence outside this region, as

seen in the 25-day temperature (Fig. 2c). A filament of

dense water forms in the confluent region as a result of

cabbeling, as anticipated from theory. The filament con-

tinues to sharpen and densify until it becomes unstable

and rolls up into eddies, as seen in the 50-day density

snapshot (Fig. 2f). The eddies grow in size and are ad-

vected along the front toward the diffluent region, leading

to an accumulation of mode water in this region by

100 days (Fig. 2h). A vertical transect of the vorticity, tem-

perature, andvertical velocity through suchaneddy is shown

in Figs. 3a, 3c, and 3e. The cyclonic eddy (vorticity;0.1f )

is composed of a largely uniform mode water mass

(T ; 188C and density anomaly 0.13 , Dr 5 r 2 r0 ,
0.15 kgm23) between the surface and 100-m depth and

has only weak vertical velocity on the periphery, sug-

gesting no significant active frontogenesis.

New eddies are continually generated in the confluent

region, sustaining the water mass transformation at the

front. A y transect across the confluent front at 100 days is

shown inFigs. 3b, 3d, and 3e. The temperature field shows

the sharp front with O(f) vorticity between the warm

southern and cold northern water masses. The vertical

velocity field possesses the structure predicted byThomas

and Shakespeare (2015) (cf. Fig. 1) with water drawn up

on the sides of the density front and sinking strongly in

the center as it is densified via cabbeling. This circulation

is associated with a lifting of isopycnals at the front and a

filling of themode water layer (0.13,Dr, 0.15kgm23),

which adopts a lenticular shape and strong anticyclonic

flow. The mode water layer continues to deepen as

cabbeling continues and ultimately the front rolls up into

an eddy similar to that already described (Figs. 3a,c,e).

To clarify the mechanism of frontal instability, Fig. 4

shows the domain-integrated energy reservoirs and

fluxes for the reference simulation. There are two pos-

sible inputs of energy to the domain. First, cabbeling at

the front creates gravitational available potential energy

(APE), computed as per Winters et al. (1995):

APE5 g

ð
D

r[z2 z*(r, t)] dV , (10)

where z* is the height of a fluid element of density

r when the entire domainD is adiabatically resorted to a

stable density profile. As seen in Fig. 3, cabbeling tends

to form dense water near the surface above the isopycnal

layer containing that density class (z* ; 2100m) and

thus increases the APE of the system, as shown in Fig. 4.

The second input of energy is from the background flow

to the perturbation kinetic energy (KE):

KE5 r
0

ð
D

u2 1 y2

2
dV . (11)
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The equation for the time evolution of the kinetic en-

ergy can be computed from the momentum equation

[(7a)] by taking the scalar product with uh 5 (u, y, 0).

The energy flux from the background strain flow in this

equation is

STRAIN to KE5r
0

ð
D

2
›u

›x
(u22y2)2 uy

�
›u

›y
1
›y

›x

	
dV .

(12)

However, given the weak strain, this source is negligible

in the present simulation, except at a very late time

(dotted line, Fig. 4b). Themajor source of kinetic energy

is instead via conversion from the available potential

energy (2wr, dashed line, Fig. 4b).

Prior to 50 days, the systemAPE increases as cabbeling

creates the dense filament along the strain axis. There is

negligible KE at this time as seen in Fig. 4a. However,

the kinetic energy increases rapidly as the instability

initiates at 50 days, implying that the eddies are draw-

ing their kinetic energy from the available potential

of the density filament, consistent with the mechanism

of baroclinic instability. The eddies enhance mixing

at the front, therefore amplifying cabbeling and creat-

ing more APE. The strengthening baroclinic eddies

FIG. 3. Transects along the x and y slices indicated by black lines in Figs. 2g, h. (left) The x transect is across

a cabbeling eddy containing accumulatedmode water. (right) The y transect is across a region of strained front with

active cabbeling. (a),(b) Vertical vorticity ( f ). (c),(d) Temperature (8C). (e),(f) Vertical velocity (m s21). Labeled

black contours represent isopycnals (values shown are isopycnal anomaly Dr 5 r 2 r0).
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continue to draw down this APE. Eventually, cabbeling

weakens as the northern and southern water masses are

consumed and the APE (and total mechanical energy,

E 5 APE 1 KE) peaks at 97 days. There is negligible

increase in the total kinetic energy between 100 and

160 days, indicating a balance between kinetic energy

production via instability at the front and kinetic en-

ergy destruction via viscous dissipation. The total me-

chanical energy decreases consistently over this period,

predominantly due to viscous dissipation (see Fig. 4b;

with a contribution from irreversible mixing of density,

not shown). The system energy is essentially steady by

200 days with equal APE and KE.

a. Mode water properties

The depth–density and density–temperature water

mass distribution for the reference simulation is shown

in Fig. 5 at 0, 100, and 200 days. At time zero, the domain

is linearly stratified throughout (initial stratification is

indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 5a), and the water

mass is bisected into the warmer southern water and

northern cooler water (dashed lines in Fig. 5d), with

water in the initial front distributed between these two

extremes. By 100 days (Figs. 5b,e) a maximum is visible

in the watermass distribution atDr5 0.146 0.01kgm23,

corresponding to the newly formed mode water. The

maximum extends from the surface to about 125-m depth

and over temperatures of 16.58 to 19.58C. As will be

shown in section 3c, this maximum in the water mass

distribution is associated with the eddies seen previously

in Fig. 2h. By 200 days, the initial northern and south-

ern water masses have been completely consumed.

Figure 5c shows an almost uniform density distribution

over the domain, with a weakly stratified (compared to

the initial state) mode water layer concentrated between

50- and 125-m depth. At this time, Fig. 5f shows that the

temperature and density range of the mode water has

been extended, with two distinct maxima, at the same

density as previously, but with two different tempera-

tures. The higher temperature maximum results from the

mode water being fluxed around the background eddies

and back into the confluent zone, where it mixes with the

warmer southern water mass. Similarly, the lower tem-

perature maximum results from the mode water being

fluxed around the background eddies and back into the

confluent zone, where it mixes with the cooler, northern

water mass.

We now consider the question of what sets the prop-

erties of the mode water that forms in the present sim-

ulation. Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) propose that

the depth at which mode water forms is determined by

the inflection point in the vertical profile of cross-frontal

temperature difference, that is, the value of z for which

›zz[TS(z)2TN(z)]
2 5 0. For a given temperature dif-

ference, if the two water masses bounding the front were

thoroughly mixed in equal proportions at every depth,

FIG. 4. Energetics of the reference simulation. (a) Energy reservoirs: gravitational APE, KE,

and total mechanical energy (E5APE1KE). (b) Energy fluxes: total energy flux into system

(solid), viscous dissipation (dashed–dotted), flux of kinetic energy from background flow

(dotted), and conversion of available potential to kinetic energy (dashed).
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with no vertical exchange, the temperature profile

would become

T
100

(z)5T
0
1

N2

a
T
g
z1

1

2
[T

S
(z)1T

N
(z)] , (13)

and the density profile would change from r 5 r0 2
N2r0/gz at time zero to

r
100

(z)5 r
0
2

N2r
0

g
z1

1

8
r
0
(2c)[T

S
(z)2T

N
(z)]2 . (14)

This 100% cabbeling density profile is shown as a solid

gray line in Fig. 5b. An equivalent criterion to that of

Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) is thus that mode water

will be formed where the stratification associated with

the 100% cabbeling density profile is minimized:

›zzr100(z5 zm)5 0. For the present configuration with a

Gaussian temperature difference, the corresponding

depth is zm 5 275m (indicated by a horizontal dashed

line in Fig. 5b), which is indeed in the center of the ob-

served mode water layer. However, unlike the linear

theory of Thomas and Shakespeare (2015), where the

initial uniform stratification was only weakly perturbed

by cabbeling, here we observe significant changes in the

vertical density structure. Thus, the density of the cab-

beled water is not simply r100 at zm 5 275m, as in the

linear model. Instead, assume that (as will be shown

FIG. 5. Volume distribution of the water mass with time in the reference simulation. Darker colors imply a greater volume at the given

location. (a)–(c) Depth–density distribution at 0, 100, and 200 days. Dashed black line shows initial (uniform) density–depth profile. (d)–(f)

Density–temperature distribution at 0, 100, and 200 days. Thick dashed black lines show the initial density–temperature profile of the two

water masses. Thin black lines are salinity contours (labeled). In (b), the solid gray line shows the density distribution that would result

from 100%cabbeling at every depth. The theoretical depth at whichmodewater forms is the point ofminimum stratification in this profile,

shown by the horizontal red dashed line. The actual mode water density is the average density down to this theoretical depth (due to

vertical mixing in the mode water eddies), shown by the vertical dashed red line. In (e), the dashed red lines indicate the predicted mode

water density and temperature. The dashed pink triangle encloses the mode water region.
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later) the cabbeled water above this depth is well mixed;

then, the density of the mode water will be

r
m
5

1

jz
m
j
ð0
zm

r
100

(z) dz . (15)

For the present Gaussian profile, the predicted density is

Drm 5 0.134 kgm23 (indicated by dashed red lines on

Figs. 5b and 5e), which agrees well with the modeled

mode water maximum, yet is less than the linear theory

prediction of r100 because of mixing with the lighter

waters above. Since the density distribution is a conse-

quence of the mixing of temperature and salinity, the

temperature of the mode water must be defined simi-

larly to (15):

T
m
5

1

jz
m
j
ð0
zm

T
100

(z) dz . (16)

That is, the mode water temperature is the average of

the northern and southern temperature profiles for z. zm.

For the present profiles, the predicted temperature is

Tm 5 17.88C (indicated by the horizontal dashed red

line on Fig. 5e), which agrees well with the modeled

maximum.

b. Mass transformation rate

Here, we investigate the rate of generation of mode

water and comparewith the linear theory of Thomas and

Shakespeare (2015). The rate of water mass trans-

formation may be quantified by integrating the density

evolution equation [(8)] over a given isopycnal surface

A(r):

F(r)5

ð
A(r)

1

j=rj
Dr

Dt
dA

5

ð
A(r)

1

j=rjkh
=2

hr dA|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Fk

2

ð
A(r)

1

j=rj cr0kh
j=

h
Tj2 dA|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Fc

.

(17)

The water mass transformation thus has two compo-

nents. The component purely due to diffusion Fk acts to

redistribute the water mass among density classes (it

integrates to zero over the full domain) and will be

discussed in section 3d. The water mass transformation

due to cabbelingFc is positive definite and is displayed in

Fig. 6a for the reference simulation. The cabbeling vol-

ume flux is initially small (Fc, 0.1 Sv; 1 Sv[ 106m3 s21)

and concentrated at light density classes (Dr ,
0.1 kgm23) as the dense filament forms. When the fila-

ment becomes unstable at around 50 days, the flux

increases exponentially, with the maximum flux (and

flux convergence) occurring at the predictedmodewater

density (Drm 5 0.134 kgm23, indicated by a dashed red

line). The maximum volume flux remains above 0.4 Sv

from 50 to 125 days and peaks at 0.7 Sv at 80 days.

Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) predict the peak mass

transformation to scale as

F
c,max

5
2cg

f
DygDT2

0

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
N2

f

L , (18)

where L 5 200km is the zonal length of the front, Dy is

its width, and gf and N2
f are measures of the strain rate

and stratification. This scaling assumes that the front is

in a steady state where the confluent strain flow is bal-

anced by mixing across the front, such that the surface

temperature profile is

T5T
0
1
DT

0

2

�
11 erf

�
y2 y

0

Dy

	�
. (19)

In the Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) model, all the

parameters in (18) were constant, but here they will vary

with time as the front evolves. We extract the surface

temperature difference DT0 and the frontal half-width

Dy from the simulation by fitting the error function

profile [(19)] to the zonally averaged surface tempera-

ture in the model at a given time, shown in Fig. 6b. The

fitted parameters are shown as a function of time in

Figs. 6c and 6d. The fit is accurate (correlation co-

efficient exceeds 0.93) until about 150 days, when there

is no longer a distinct single front between cold northern

and warm southern water masses. The background

strain rate gf in (18) is computed as the average strain

over the width of the front, where the local strain is

defined by ›yy5 ›xyc evaluated along the strain axis

x 5 L/2, or

g
f
5 g

1

2Dy

ðL/21Dy

L/22Dy

2cos
2py

L
dy5

gL

2pDy
sin

2pDy

L
,

(20)

and thus is smaller for a wider front. Assuming a steady

state, the frontal width Dy5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2keff

h /gf

q
from linear the-

ory, and we thus have a scaling for the effective diffu-

sivity that depends only on the frontal width

keff
h 5

gLDy

4p
sin

2pDy

L
(21)

and is shown as a function of time in Fig. 6d. The ef-

fective diffusivity peaks at over 500m2 s21 (cf. explicit

diffusivity of 3m2 s21) between 75 and 115 days, sug-

gesting that the submesoscale instabilities are driving
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very intense mixing at these times. We note that the

large value of the effective diffusivity near time zero in

Fig. 6d is spurious. During this time, the front is

sharpening under the influence of the background

strain and thus the measured width of the front is not a

steady-state width due to a balance between mixing

and confluence; therefore, the scaling fails. The diffu-

sivity scaling also fails beyond 150 days when the error

function fit breaks down. Similar to the strain rate, the

stratification N2
f in (18) is computed as the mean

stratification over L/2 2 Dy , y , L/2 1 Dy and

z . 2175m and is shown in Fig. 6e. The maximum

water mass transformation predicted by the theoretical

scaling [(18)] is shown in Fig. 6f along with the actual

maximum value from the simulation. The theoretical

scaling provides a reasonable estimate for the water

mass transformation during the period of peak trans-

formation, between 50 and 125 days. Similar to the

effective diffusivity, the scaling is not valid prior to

40 days or beyond 150 days.

c. Mode water sources

Here, we use Lagrangian floats to investigate the

sources and spatial distribution of the mode water in our

simulations. As described in section 3a, the mode water

is identified at 100 days as the maximum in the r –T–S

volume distribution shown in Fig. 5e, around which we

have drawn a pink-dashed triangle. Model grid points

FIG. 6. (a) Water mass transformation (Sv) as a function of time and density. (b) Zonally averaged surface

temperature with time. (c) Temperature difference across the front with time from error function fit. (d) Frontal

half-width with time from error function fit (black) and estimated effective diffusivity keff
h (blue). (e) Average

stratification N2
f in the front. (f) The maximum water mass transformation (Sv) from the simulations (solid) and

predicted by steady-state linear theory (dashed) using fit parameters.
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(x, y, z) with r–T–S values within this triangle at 100 days

are identified as locations where mode water exists. In

these locations, we initialize a Lagrangian parcel at ev-

ery tenth such grid point in the horizontal (which

equates to one parcel in every 1.25 km3 1.25 km square

within regions of mode water) and in each vertical level,

leading to a total of just over 25 000 parcels. The spatial

location of each parcel at the 100-day tagging time is

shown in Fig. 7c, with colors indicating the density

anomaly (Dr 5 r 2 r0) of the parcel. The mode water

parcels are located over depths from 0 to 150m and are

located within eddies, predominately in the diffluent

region of the domain. As seen in Fig. 7c, these eddies

are weakly stratified with a density difference of

approximately 0.02 kgm23 over their 150 depth, which

equates to a stratification of 1.3 3 1026 s22—an order

of magnitude smaller than the background stratifica-

tion (N2 5 1025 s22).

We employ 3-hourly outputs of the three-dimensional

model velocity fields to advect the Lagrangian parcels

both forward and backward in time.4 The locations of

the parcels at time zero and 50 and 200 days are shown in

FIG. 7. Mode water parcel tracking. The mode water is defined at time 100 days as having r–T–S properties

corresponding to the region enclosed by the pink triangle in Fig. 5e. Approximately 25 000 parcels are evenly

distributed every 1.25 km in the horizontal and in each vertical level within the mode water. (a) Parcel locations at

time zero obtained from backward advection. (b) Parcel locations at 50 days obtained from backward advection.

(c) Parcel locations at time 100 days (when parcels are initialized). (d) Parcel locations at 200 days obtained from

forward advection. Color indicates the density anomaly, Dr 5 r 2 r0 (kgm
23), of each parcel. The line of parcels

along the front (y 5 100 km) in (a) correspond to water within the initial front that is already in the mode water

layer. The volume of this water is insignificant compared to the volume ultimately formed via cabbeling (e.g., see

Figs. 5d,e).

4 A second-order Runge–Kutta method is used to advect parcels.

To obtain the correct parcel paths, the total flow field (model

perturbation plus imposed background eddy) must be used for the

advection.
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Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7d, respectively. The parcels are initially

evenly distributed between the northern and southern

sides of the front and over the full 0–150-m depth

(0–0.16kgm23 density) range. As time proceeds the

parcels are drawn in horizontally along the line of maxi-

mum confluence (x 5 100km) by the barotropic back-

ground strain flow and by 50 days have accumulated in

the confluent regions on either side of the front. As the

instability grows (50 to 100 days) these two stratified

water masses are mixed at the front, forming the weakly

stratified eddies. By 200 days the mode water has spread

over most of the domain to both the north and south of

the original front.

Figure 8a displays the paths of 50 parcels in density–

depth space between 0 and 100 days. The 50 parcels start

at different initial depths (densities) and random hori-

zontal positions. Initially, parcels remain fixed in

density–depth space as they are advected horizontally

by the strain flow. As they approach the front, the par-

cels begin to rise (consistent with the vertical velocity

field at the front; Fig. 3f) and marginally densify [density

increases by O(0.01–0.03) kgm23]. However, the ma-

jority of the densification occurs as parcels reach their

maximum height, with most parcels densifying to the

mode water density class (0.13–0.14 kgm23) between

0- and 25-m depth. The newly densified mode water

parcels then sink at the front in a vertical jet (as seen in

Fig. 3f). These parcel paths are at odds with the linear

model of Thomas and Shakespeare (2015), which pro-

posed dense water formation by essentially separate

horizontal mixing of water masses at each depth, after

which the density of parcels reaches r100. Instead, here

we have upward advection of water to near the surface,

where the vast majority of cabbeling occurs, thus pro-

ducing well-mixed mode water with a density different

than r100, as argued previously. To further emphasize

this behavior, Fig. 8b displays the minimum, maximum,

and final (100 day) depths averaged over all parcels

starting at a given initial depth (density). The mean

100-day depth of any parcel initially above 100m is close

to 75m, regardless of its initial depth. On average, all

such parcels rise to a minimum depth of 0–25m prior to

densifying and sink to a maximum depth of 90–100m

after densifying.

d. Diffusive water mass transformation

Heretofore, we have focused on the water mass

transformation due to cabbeling only. However, the use

of a horizontal diffusivity in the simulations implies that

there is significant mass transformation purely due to

diffusion [e.g., (17)]. This transformation occurs wher-

ever there are horizontal gradients in density (i.e., den-

sity fronts) such as on the edge of the eddies containing

the mode water. The horizontal diffusion acts to lighten

the relatively higher-density, near-surface mode water

and densify the relatively low-density, stratified water

surrounding the eddies. This effect can be seen in the

lightening of mode water parcels (to 0.1–0.12 kgm23)

near the surface in Fig. 7 between 100 and 200 days. To

quantify the net effect of diffusive transformation, Fig. 9

FIG. 8. (a) The paths in density–depth space of 50 parcels starting at different initial depths from 0 to 100 days. Parcel

trajectories are colored according to the initial parcel depth. The straight black line shows the initial depth–density

profile while the curved black line is r100. The dashed black line indicates themodewater density. (b) The average value

(over all parcels) of the minimum, maximum, and 100-day depth of a parcel for a given initial depth.
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displays the water mass transformation from both

cabbeling (as shown previously; Fig. 6) and diffusion and

their sum (the total transformation). Figure 9b implies

that diffusion is removing volume from around the

0.134 kgm23 mode water created via cabbeling (maxi-

mum volume flux divergence) and fluxing it into the 0.1–

0.12 kgm23 layer (maximum volume flux convergence),

exactly as observed in Fig. 7. However, this ‘‘leakage’’ to

lighter density classes does not affect the essential

mechanism of mode water formation via cabbeling, as

described in previous sections. Instead, the diffusion

tends tomodify the density of themodewater after it has

been created by cabbeling.

e. Sensitivity

Here, we investigate the sensitivity of the mode water

properties to the initial water mass distribution (section 1)

and rate of mass transformation to various model param-

eters such as stratification, strain, viscosity, and diffusivity

(section 2). In addition to the reference case discussed

previously, there are a further 13 simulations described in

this section, which are summarized in Table 1.

1) TEMPERATURE–DEPTH STRUCTURE

In section 3a, we proposed a method to determine a

priori the properties of the mode water generated in our

simulations. Here, we show that this method is robust for

various initial water mass distributions.

The reference simulation has a vertical temperature

variation that is evenly balanced between the northern

and southern sides of the front [(4)]. Instead, here we

consider a case where the variation is biased to the

northern (cold) side:

T
S
(z)5 0, and T

N
(z)52DT

0
exp

�
2
�z
h

�2�
. (22)

Since the net temperature difference with depth

jTN(z) 2 TS(z)j is unchanged, the density of the mode

water will be unchanged, but the temperature and salinity

will change. Equation (16) predicts that the temperature

of the mode water for the north-biased profile will be

13.38C or 4.58C cooler than the reference case. The

100-day water mass distribution for the north-biased

simulation is shown in Fig. 10a, alongside the water mass

FIG. 9. The water mass transformation at a given density and time due to (a) cabbeling, (b) diffusion, and (c) both effects as defined by

(17). The volume flux divergence2(›F/›r)Dr (Sv) for isopycnal layers of widthDr5 0.005 kgm23 at 80 days is overlaid in (a) and (b). The

predicted mode water density is indicated by the dashed black line.
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distribution for the reference case (Fig. 10b). Equation

(16) accurately predicts the mode water temperature.

We perform the same experiment for a south-biased

temperature profile:

T
S
(z)5DT

0
exp

�
2
�z
h

�2�
, and T

N
(z)5 0, (23)

as shown in Fig. 10c. Once again, mode water temper-

ature is accurately predicted.

The 100% cabbeling temperature profile T100 [(13)] is

shown in blue on each subplot in Fig. 10 plotted against

the initial density of the water mass [dashed; equivalent

to depth since rinit 5 r0(12N2z/g)] and against r100, the

100% cabbeling density profile (solid). The change in

density due to cabbeling corresponds to the height dif-

ference between the two lines. Since the increase in

density is greatest for the greatest temperature differ-

ences (at the surface) and reduces with depth, cabbeling

leads to a contraction in the density range of the near-

surface water mass and hence an accumulation of

‘‘mode water’’ at a particular density class. When the

temperature–depth profiles of the two source water

masses are not evenly balanced, the mean temperature

T100 also varies strongly with density (depth). For the

cold-biased case, T100 increases strongly with depth

(initial density). Thus, when the near-surface water

mixes to temperature T100 and densifies to r100, it lies

close to the cold source water T–r profile at depth (solid

blue line on Fig. 10). The reverse is true for the warm-

biased case. It is apparent in both temperature-biased

simulations that the mode water distribution does not

precisely match the r100(T100) profile; specifically, the

density and temperatures ranges of the observed mode

water are reduced compared to what is implied by this

profile. The reason is that this profile assumes that the

mixing in the simulations is purely horizontal, which is

not the case, as was demonstrated in section 3c. Instead,

the frontal circulation drives a vertical mixing of all the

cabbeled water, further contracting the temperature and

density range of the water and causing the distinct mode

water maxima in the volume distribution (Fig. 10).

Now we consider whether our method accurately pre-

dicts mode water properties for different (non-Gaussian)

vertical profiles of temperature difference. We consider

two additional profiles: the ‘‘exp8’’ profile,

T
S
(z)5

DT
0

2
exp

�
2
�z
h

�8�
, and

T
N
(z)52

DT
0

2
exp

�
2
�z
h

�8�
, (24)

where h 5 150m, and the ‘‘parabola’’ profile,

FIG. 10. Comparison of mode water formation for three different initial water mass distributions. Plots show the water mass volume

distribution at 100 days with darker colors indicating greater volume. (a) All temperature anomaly variation on the cold side. (b) Evenly

balanced, as in previous figures. (c) All variation on the warm side. Mode water formation is biased toward the side with the greatest

temperature variation with depth (density). Red dashed lines indicate the predicted mode water density and temperature in each case, as

described in the text. Dashed blue lines show the temperature T100 [(16)] of the evenly (horizontally) mixed mode water mass plotted

against the initial density. Solid blue lines show the same temperature but plotted against the 100% cabbeling profile r100.
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T
S
(z)5

DT
0

2

�z
h
1 1
�2
H(z1 h), and

T
N
(z)52

DT
0

2

�z
h
1 1
�2
H(z1 h) , (25)

where h 5 300m, and H is the Heaviside function. The

100% cabbeling density profiles [(14)] for these two

configurations are shown in Fig. 11d. Both density pro-

files imply a negative stratification at some depth, which

is clearly unphysical. Thus, instead of seeking the mini-

mum stratification as the depth of mode water forma-

tion, as argued previously, we refine our criterion to be

that the depth zm of mode water formation is where

›zzr100 5 0 if ›zr100 is everywhere negative, and the

depth at which ›zr100 is first greater than zero other-

wise. For the parabolic profile ›zr100 is positive at the

surface, so zm 5 0m. For the exp8 profile, ›zr100 goes to

zero at zm 5 108m depth. The mode water density is

then computed as the average of r100 above this depth as

previously [(15)]. The water mass distributions for

the parabola and exp8 profiles are shown in Figs. 11a

and 11c, respectively, alongside the reference case

(Fig. 11b). The predicted mode water density (and

temperature) is indicated by red, dashed lines and show

good agreement with the observed maxima in the water

mass distributions. The mode water density anomaly is

0.165 kgm23 for the exp8 profile but only 0.109 kgm23

for the parabola profile; thus, the mode water density

anomaly can vary by over 50% for the same cross-

frontal temperature difference, purely as a result of

different temperature structure with depth.

2) MODEL PARAMETERS

The values’ horizontal diffusivity (kh 5 3m2 s21) and

viscosity (nh 5 10m2 s21) in the reference simulation are

‘‘subgrid turbulent’’ parameters whose values are chosen

to prevent the collapse of gradients below the grid scale.

As such, it is of interest to determine the sensitivity of our

results and in particular the rate of water mass trans-

formation via cabbeling to these parameters. Figure 12

displays the maximum water mass transformation with

time (Fig. 12a) and cumulative water mass trans-

formation across all density classes (in units of domain

volume; Fig. 12b) for five simulations with different vis-

cosity and/or diffusivity. The reference simulation is

shown in black. Simulations where only the viscosity is

varied are shown as dashed curves. The water mass

transformation tends to decrease with increased viscosity,

presumably due to the instabilities being partially sup-

pressed. The same effect is seen for increased diffusivity;

that is, increased explicit mixing (diffusivity) has the ef-

fect of reducing the net mixing by preventing sharp gra-

dients and the generation of the instabilities responsible

for thismixing. For kh5 5m2 s21 (blue), the growth of the

instability is delayed by about 25 days, and for kh 5
10m2 s21 (red), the instability is entirely suppressed.

These results suggest that reducing the viscosity and/or

diffusivity toward more realistic values (e.g., by using a

higher-resolution model) will either not change, or pos-

sibly increase, the rate of water mass transformation.

Figures 12c and 12d display analogous plots of water

mass transformation for simulations with 0.5, 2, and 4

FIG. 11. Comparison of mode water formation for three different initial temperature–depth profiles. (a) Parabola profile (120 days),

(b) referenceGaussian profile (100 days), (c) exp8 profile (100 days). (a), (b), and (c) show the watermass volume distribution with darker

colors indicating greater volume.Red dashed lines indicate the predictedmodewater density and temperature in each case, as described in

the text. (d) The initial depth–density profile (dashed black) and the profiles that would result in each case (a)–(c) from 100% cabbeling at

every depth. The theoretical depth of mode water formation is the point of minimum stratification in this profile: (a) surface, (b) 75m, and

(c) 108m. As mode water is well mixed, the density of the water can be calculated as the average of the theoretical profiles above these

depths. The predicted depth and density is shown by an X for each case.
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times the background stratification used in the reference

case. The half-stratification case also has an increased

horizontal diffusivity (kh 5 5m2 s21; see Table 1), which

is necessary to keep the Richardson number [(9)] above

0.25 and thereby prevent poorly resolved frontal shear

instabilities. Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) predict

that the water mass transformation scales inversely with

the stratification, which is largely consistent with these

simulations. In particular, halving the stratification

(red) results in a more-than-doubled peak water mass

transformation of 1.3 Sv. The case with doubled strat-

ification (green) has a Richardson number of Ri 5 1.0

(see Table 1) and so is only weakly unstable, leading

to a peak water mass transformation of less than 0.2 Sv.

The case with 4 times stratification has Ri5 2 and does

not manifest an instability, leading to negligible

transformation.

Last, in Figs. 12e and 12f, we show the water mass

transformation for simulations with 1/3 and 2 times the

reference background strain. In each simulation the

reference diffusivity is modified by the same factor (i.e.,

1/3, 2) to keep the frontal width and Richardson number

unchanged. Both the larger and smaller strains result in

less water mass transformation than the reference sim-

ulation. This behavior appears to be the result of two

competing effects: (i) increasing the strain increases the

supply of water to the front, which should increase water

mass transformation, but (ii) increasing the strain rate

also tends to suppress instabilities at the front (Bishop

1993; Spall 1997), thus reducing the amount of mixing.

FIG. 12. Sensitivity of solution to (a),(b) viscous and diffusive parameters, (c),(d) background stratification, and

(e),(f) background strain. (left) Maximum water mass transformation (F; Sv) with time. (right) Cumulative water

mass transformation across all density classes, in units of domain volume (4 3 1013 m3).
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4. Application to observed mode waters

We now analyze the water mass properties of ob-

served mode waters near the Kuroshio, Gulf Stream,

and Subantarctic Front to evaluate the potential rele-

vance of cabbeling, mixing, and frontogenesis to their

formation. The observations are from WOCE line P10

in the North Pacific (cruise expedition designation

49NZ20050525), WOCE line A22 in the North Atlantic

(cruise expedition designation 316N200310), and the

OISO-01 cruise at the Subantarctic Front to the north-

east of Kerguelen Island (Lo Monaco and Metzl 2007).

At each front, the cross-front temperature contrast DTf

decreases with density near the isopycnal layers of each

mode water (Fig. 13). The theory predicts that cabbeling

and frontogenesis should therefore drive a water mass

transformation [(18)] that is convergent in these density

classes. For constant strain and mixing, the maximum

mode water formation occurs in the isopycnal layer

where the diapycnal gradient of (DTf)
2 is largest in

magnitude. This isopycnal layer (indicated by the

dashed lines in Fig. 13) was calculated using the ob-

served cross-front temperature contrasts at each front

and compares favorably with the actual density class of

the mode waters.

Interestingly, the temperatures of the observed mode

waters all exceed the temperature T100 that would result

if the water masses that bound the fronts were mixed

isopycnally in equal proportions (e.g., dotted lines in

Fig. 13). They are instead very similar to the tempera-

tures of the water masses on the warm side of the fronts.

As described in section 3e, this does not, however, rule

out cabbeling as a potential mechanism for their for-

mation. The temperature profiles at the three fronts are

all biased to the warm water mass; therefore, a combi-

nation of cross-front and vertical mixing could allow

cabbeling to generate mode waters with similar prop-

erties to the warmwatermass, in an analogous fashion to

what is seen in our simulations. Having said this, there

are processes present in the ocean that are absent in our

simulations that could shape the formation of mode

waters at observed fronts. We will discuss these poten-

tial limitations of our model and opportunities for future

research in the next section.

5. Discussion

Here, we have investigated the formation of mode

water via cabbeling in an idealized simulation of a

strained thermohaline front. We initialized the simula-

tion in a uniformly stratified state and imposed a bal-

anced background flow field consisting of four

mesoscale eddies driving a confluent strain rate of

O(1026) s21 across the front. The background flow

draws cold northern and warm southern water into the

front, where horizontal mixing results in the formation

of a dense filament via cabbeling, as predicted by

Thomas and Shakespeare (2015). Here, we have se-

lected parameters such that this filament is baroclini-

cally unstable, as is the case for thermohaline fronts such

as the Gulf Stream north wall. The submesoscale baro-

clinic instabilities at the front drive enhanced horizontal

mixing with effective diffusivities of O(100)m2 s21, ex-

ceeding the explicit diffusivity in the simulations by two

orders of magnitude. This turbulent mixing causes sig-

nificant water mass transformation at the front with

peak values of O(0.5–1) Sv for the 200-km-long front,

consistent with the theoretical prediction [(18)] of

Thomas and Shakespeare (2015). The resolved turbu-

lent mixing is strengthened, and the water mass trans-

formation increases as the explicit viscosity or diffusivity

in themodel is reduced, suggesting our results are robust

and are not a consequence of artificially high turbulent

parameters.

Unlike classical mechanisms of mode water forma-

tion, which rely on air–sea fluxes, the cabbeling mech-

anism investigated here prescribes the temperature and

salinity of the mode water, given knowledge of the

temperature–salinity profiles with the depth of the

source water masses on either side of the front. Key to

FIG. 13. Observed profiles of potential temperature at pairs of

hydrographic stations that straddle the Gulf Stream (red solid),

Kuroshio (magenta solid), and the Subantarctic Front northeast of

Kerguelen Plateau (blue solid) and the temperature and potential

density of the mode waters that are found in each region (circles).

The density class where the cabbeling-driven mode water forma-

tion is largest based on the cross-front temperature difference at

each front is indicated by the dashed lines. The temperature profile

that would result if the two water masses across the fronts were

mixed isopycnally in equal proportions T100 is denoted by the

dotted lines.
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this mechanism is that mode water formation by the

submesoscale instabilities is a fundamentally three-

dimensional process. Essentially all water mass trans-

formation in the simulations occurs in the surface 25m,

with water from as deep as 125m being drawn up to the

surface prior to transformation. The mode water forms

at the front above 25m and then sinks to fill the mode

water layer at depth. This layer gradually expands up to

the surface and ultimately detaches from the front as an

eddy. The occurrence of essentially all cabbeling mass

transformation near the surface is in contrast to the

linear theory of Thomas and Shakespeare (2015) where

mass transformation occurred at each vertical level via

direct horizontal mixing. This difference means that

mode water forming in the simulations is well mixed

since the source water is a combination of water mass

from multiple depths.

The linear theory of Thomas and Shakespeare (2015)

predicts that the depth of maximum mode water for-

mation via cabbeling is where the stratification associ-

ated with the cabbeled density profile [(14)] is

minimized. Owing to the vertical exchange of water

described above, here we argue that the density of the

mode water is the average of the cabbeled density pro-

file between this depth and the surface. Similarly, the

temperature of the mode water is the average of the

northern and southern profiles between this depth and

the surface. We showed that this methodology for cal-

culating themodewater properties is robust for a variety

of northern and southern temperature–depth profiles, at

least for a fully compensated front.

We have made a number of simplifications and as-

sumptions in configuring the present model. The im-

posed background strain field is highly idealized

compared to the strain fields associated with gyres or

mesoscale eddies in the ocean. However, these real

phenomena would have the same effect on the ther-

mohaline front—that is, sharpening the front, thereby

promoting instability and continually fluxing water mass

in toward the front—albeit in a far more temporally and

spatially variable fashion.

In addition, we have assumed that cabbeling is the

dominant nonlinearity in the equation of state and that

thermobaricity is by comparison negligible. We can

test this assumption a posteriori using the model out-

put. Thermobaricity results in a modification to the

density 2r0(›PaT)dTdP given a change in pressure dP

when combined with a change in temperature dT. For the

temperatures and salinity values used in our simulations,

the variation in thermal expansion coefficient with pres-

sure ›PaT is ;2 3 1028K21 dbar21. In the simulations,

fluid parcels experience vertical displacements and hence

pressure changes of order 100dbar (e.g., Fig. 8), which if

combined with ;58 C temperature change for a fluid

parcel mixed in the front, would yield a thermobaric

density change of 0.01kgm23. This value is an order of

magnitude weaker than the 0.1kgm23 density increase

caused by cabbeling, indicating that neglecting thermo-

baric effects in our simulations was justified.

A further major assumption in our model is that of a

fully compensated thermohaline front and the corre-

sponding use of an artificially large cross-frontal tem-

perature difference (108C) and weak stratification to

ensure the front becomes unstable. More realistic par-

tially compensated fronts are unstable and have large

turbulent mixing, which could enhance mode water

formation. However, the fronts have much smaller

cross-frontal temperature difference and stronger

stratification, which could substantially reduce the re-

sultant water mass transformation as per the scaling

[(18)]. Further, it is unclear how the frontogenetic cir-

culation at a noncompensated density front would

modify the generation rate or T–S properties of the

mode water. The thermally direct ageostrophic circula-

tion associated with frontogenesis (e.g., Hoskins et al.

1978) would tend to preferentially bring water to the

surface on the lower-density—typically the warmer,

equatorward—side of the front, and this could signifi-

cantly bias mode water properties toward the T–S

properties of the warmer water. The thermally direct

circulation could also lead to a preferential accumula-

tion of the mode water at depth on the lighter side of the

front, since it is associated with a flow at the base of the

front from the denser to the lighter side.

In contrast to the front used in this study, the fronts

where mode waters are observed have bounding water

masses with properties that are maintained by sources

and sinks of heat and salt on the large scale. Therefore,

while mode water formation in our simulations is a

transient process where formation terminates after the

two distinct northern and southern water masses are

mixed across the whole domain, at observed fronts it

could be sustained. In addition, our model does not in-

clude any surface buoyancy fluxes, which are known to

contribute significantly to mode water formation (Speer

and Forget 2013). We anticipate that surface buoyancy

loss will enhance the mass transformation via cabbeling

by promoting the vertical exchange of fluid and bringing

more water mass to the surface, but the water mass

properties may be different to those predicted from

cabbeling alone, particularly if the seasonality of the

fluxes is considered. Conversely, the properties of the

mode water formed would be different to those pre-

dicted by buoyancy fluxes alone since lateral mixing and

cabbeling would be involved. Evidence to this effect is

found in wintertime observations of Eighteen Degree
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Water formed near the Gulf Stream. Here, Joyce et al.

(2013) determined that the temperature and salinity of

the mode water could not be explained solely by air–sea

fluxes but required lateral mixing of cool freshwater

from the north across the front.

Collectively, these processes found at observed fronts

will give rise to a complicated steady-state mode water

formation, which is likely to be different from the tran-

sient version seen in the present simulations. We will

investigate these processes in a future work. Neverthe-

less, it is likely the cabbeling mechanism described here

will still play an important role in determining the

properties of the mode water.
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